
Where in the World Is Mrs. Waffenschmidt? # 36
Name _________________________________________________

Date __________________________________________________

Read the paragraph below. In that paragraph, everybody’s favorite adventurer, Mrs. Waffenschmidt,
offers clues about the place she is visiting today. Use those clues to help you figure out where in the
world Mrs. Waffenschmidt is. Write your answer on the line at the bottom of the page.
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oday, a wall wouldn’t keep people from coming into a country, but years ago this wall was built for just that purpose. I
m standing atop of a part of the longest wall ever built. Started more than 2,000 years ago, it was really many walls
ntil Emperor Qin Shihuang had the walls joined together to make one large wall. Nearly one million people were
orced into labor to build it. It has been said that those workers who tried to run away were caught and buried alive in
he wall. This amazing wall winds for about 4,000 miles! It snakes around and over mountains, grasslands, and
lateaus, and through deserts. The wall once provided this country’s army with a roadway for easy travel. My
uidebook tells me that the wall is wide enough to carry up to six horses side by side. Many watchtowers along the
all were used to send messages in a time when communication was more difficult than it is today. Messages were
ent using smoke signals during the day and fire signals at night. Lots of books say that this site is the only manmade
tructure that can be seen by astronauts orbiting the Earth, but our guide tells us that that is not true.

an you name the place I am visiting? Where in the world is this place found?
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